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GEOPHYSICAL REPORT ON PROJECTS UNIT.

Magnetometer survey In the Metcalfe Lake 
Area

Walter Yzerdraat

SUMMARY OF 

WORK

TWO 2-man field parties conducted a magnetometer survey on part of a 
claim group west and southwest of Metcalfe Lake* Mining Map 1408, Mining 
Division of Thunder Bay. All claims traversed were recorded under Licence 
A 38149 of Walter Yzerdraat, Box 4225, Station E, Ottawa. All claims were 
in good standing at the time of the survey.

The party working from the 24th of July until the 10th of August 
consisted of the writer and D. Jackson of 1439 Raven Avenue, Ottawa. The 
second party, working from the 26th of September until the 10th of October 
and also in the morning of the lith of October, 1976, consisted of the 
writer and A. Hebda of Aylmer, Quebec.

A total of 10 km of lines was cut on claims TB 434048 to 434056 (with 
the exception of TB 434055); 6.5 km of these were tagged at 25-metre inter 
vals and surveyed magnetically. The total number of readings is 1128; of 
these, 257 were taken at principal grid points; the others at intermediate 
points or performed as repeat readings at points surveyed earlier. Not 
included in this number are base checks, which were performed at least four 
times during each working day and which would consist of multiple readings 
over a period of at least ten minutes.

Working conditions were excellent during both camps: only two man- 
days were lost due to bad weather. On all magnetic surveying days the 
magnetosphere proved to be moderately to perfectly calm.



LOCATION AND ACCESS

Metcalfe Lake centers on a point at latitude 50O 9.8' N, longitude o-/
2*0 38.5' W. It can be reached by arranging a stop on the CNR at mileage 
176 west of Hornepayne, and then walking south through the Tashota Gravel 
Pit and down the Onaman Winter Road for about five miles. This approach 
is impracticable except in winter, because the bridge across Gzowski Creek 
has collapsed.

By air, the lake can be reached from Jell icoe, on Provincial High 
way 11, by flying north for 34 miles, or from Nakina, on the CNR Trans 
continental line, by flying west for 45 miles.

RESULTS

On claim TB 434056, in the southeastern part of the work area, the survey 
has revealed a previously outlined anomaly to swing around in a way sugges 
tive of a refolded anticline.

It confirmed the continuity southwestward of the major anomaly which 
cuts across the western part of the North Basin of Metcalfe Lake. This 
anomaly may be related to a feature of economic significance. The terrain 
south of it has little magnetic relief, whereas the area northwest of it 
contains a number of small, sometimes strong, positive, negative, or paired 
anomalies on a generally dome-and-basinlike background, traversed by one or 
two very narrow bands of low readings - possibly indicative of thin sedi 
mentary horizons low in iron minerals - and bounded in the northwest by 
what could be another major anomaly.

Structural trends, with one exception, appear to be southeasterly. 
The lone exception is a southeast-striking ridge of moderately above-back 
ground readings connecting the major anomaly with the anomaly on claim 
TB 434056.



PURPOSE

This survey is an extension of the magnetometer survey undertaken last 
February with the intention of locating, if at all possible, an econom 
ically interesting contact between felsic and mafic volcanics which is 
exposed elsewhere in the vicinity.

During the winter work it became clear that this contact, although 
undoubtedly present underneath Metcalfe Lake, is not a clean-cut, undis 
turbed one. The magnetic evidence pointed to deformation - possibly 
overturned folds - and intrusive activity. It did, however, bring out 
two major magnetic anomalies and several smaller ones. It was specu- 
latively concluded that the northwestern one of the major two might have 
a certain significance as a mineralization control, and the present survey 
was therefore set up for the purpose of tracing this anomaly in a south 
westerly direction from where it reaches the western shore of the lake.

THE GRID

Keeping the above purpose in mind, it seemed logical to adhere to the 
grid system already used in the winter survey. This was facilitated by 
the presence of durable monuments fixing the position and the direction 
of the baseline intercepts with the lakeshore, and by numerous shore 
markers.

The survey grid in question is based on the 25-metre interval as 
the fundamental unit. The main survey baseline cuts across the widest 
part of Metcalfe Lake at an azimuth of 540 and the survey lines are cut 
at four-unit (100-metre) intervals at right angles to it.

The line numbering system of the preceding survey has been adopted 
for the present one. It follows the geographical convention that, in 
the Western Hemisphere, the westward direction is the positive one, and 
that in the Northern Hemisphere the northward direction is the positive 
one. Hence line numbers increase from northeast to southwest, and station 
numbers along lines increase towards the northwest.

The main survey baseline reaches the southwest shore of Metcalfe Lake 
at line number 52.6; as only every fourth line is actually cut, the first 
land-based line intersecting the main baseline is line 56. The station 

number at this intersection is 48.



GENERAL GEOLOGY

Metcalfe Lake lies near the northwestern edge of a NE-SW trending green 

stone belt bordered by granitic and other felsic intrusive rocks. Gran 
ite and granodiorite can be seen just west of McDonough Lake ( a small 
lake about half a mile west of Metcalfe Lake) and around the southern 
shores of Branstrom Lake, about three miles to the south. Much of the 
area is deeply covered by glacial deposits, and contacts are in many 
cases inferred.

The rocks in this greenstone belt are of many types and ages, 
ranging from rhylolite and rhyodacite to andesite, diabase and gabbro, 
but most of them are of volcanic origin.

Structurally, the relationships are still obscure; the last pre 
dominant phase of deformation imposed the present northeast-southwest 
trends on a region already intensely folded.

It is generally assumed that the felsic volcanics exposed on the 
eastern shores of Metcalfe Lake are younger than the pillowed andesites 
seen along the northern and western shore.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

South of Hull Lake and elsewhere, gold and gold-silver values have been 
reported at or near the contact between the andesitic and the rhyolitic 
metavolcanics. These showings are sub-economical. Farther to the north 
and to the south, but in a similar geological setting, there were some 
moderately successful, small-scale mining ventures in the twenties.

In those years, however, there were no attempts to explore the area 
southwest of Metcalfe Lake, because it offers little or no outcrop, and 
geophysical methods had not yet become generally available. More 
recently, there have been a few efforts to evaluate the area for its 
base metal potential, but no significant mineralization was found. 
Apart, however, from massive or extensive sulphide deposits, there is 
at least a potential for gold.



LINECUTTING

The east-west topographical baseline (TBL for short) previously taken off 

the north-south Nipigon Forest Reserve Line at the east end of Metcalfe Lake, 

was intended, among other things, as a control line on grid precision. At a 

point 1465.15 metres west of the origin, it is marked by a monument about 

15 metres inland on the west shore of the lake. From there, it has been 

extended for about 600 metres westward as a theodolite line.

The main magnetic survey baseline (MBL for short) reaches the south- 

west shore 264 metres southwest of the point where it intersects the TBL. 

During the present survey it was extended in two stages, as a theodolite 

line, for 1400 metres at its original azimuth of 234 degrees.

Survey lines were set up at 100-metre intervals along the MBL by cut 

ting in both directions, at right angles, over the maximum distance where 

pickets would still be visible in the theodolite set up on the MBL.

Only line 56 was started from a point ten metres northeast of the 

calculated takeoff point, for reasons explained in the Notes attached to 

this report.
Lines 56 (in both directions) and 60 (northwest of the MBL) were exe 

cuted as theodolite lines in order to have maximum control when starting 

auxiliary baselines. Other lines were executed as visual picket lines. 

Their alignment as well as their station spacing were verified by chaining 

(applying slope corrections where necessary) the distance from their origin 

on the MBL to their intersections with the TBL and with an older control line 

at the northern boundary of claims TB 434048 - 049.

SURVEY PROCEDURES

Main survey stations were set up by chaining the survey lines, applying slope 

corrections wherever the terrain angle exceeds one degree. Tags inscribed 

with station numbers were left behind during this procedure.

Magnetometer readings were usually taken within 24 hours. Before 
and after each traverse, several consecutive reading were taken over a ten- 

minute interval at the main base station on the shore of Metcalfe Lake, where 

the magnetic gradient is less than 20 gammas per metre. Further checks were 

made at intersections of survey lines with the MBL, the TBL, or the northern 

baseline.



NAPPING AND CONTOURING

On the accompanying survey plan, claim lines are represented as the blazed 

or cut lines actually encountered while measuring the survey lines, ignoring 

their legal definition as straight lines between corner posts.

The lakeshore is drawn through measured points of intercept with base 

lines and survey lines, aided, where necessary, by air photo enlargements.

Magnetic contour levels have been adopted from the previous survey on 

the same property, so as to integrate this survey with the first one. The 
obvious difficulty here is that land-based surveys tend to show much steeper 

magnetic gradients than those conducted on frozen lakes, due to the differ 

ence in depth to bedrock. Some crowding of contour lines is therefore 

inevitable. This disadvantage was deemed the lesser evil when considering 

the drawbacks of changing the contour levels.
Contour lines of the previous survey are also shown in the present 

survey plan.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

In the writer's report of May, 1976, the possible significance of the major 

anomalies was discussed. In the light of the recent findings, the south 

eastern anomaly (B-D-C-G in the previous plan, Fig. 1) does not appear to 

be significant as a possible ore control. The newly emerged pattern (B on 

the present plan) suggests a refolded anticline with possibly some iron 

formation in the core. If this feature, on the other hand, is caused by a 

dike of mafic composition, this dike does not appear to continue very far 

beyond the lakeshore on claim TB 457158. Again, such a feature would be of 

very minor importance as an ore control.

The other major anomaly, labelled A in the previous survey plan as 

well as in the present one, can be traced southwest for at least another 

600 metres. Its northeasterly extension has not yet been explored, but 

this should be done.

The geological nature of this anomaly has not yet been established; 

pillowed andesites have been identified north of it, but this rock type 

produces much lower readings than those of the anomaly itself. If this 
anomaly is indeed a continuous body of relatively impermeable mafic material, 

it may well have blocked the progress of any mineralizing fluids originating



Figure 1: Simplified diagram of previous survey, February 1976,
showing main anomalies as then outlined on Metcalfe Lake
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In the area to the northwest. This is the direction in which the nearest 
felsic pluton can be found.

To the north of anomaly A there is a parallel zone (C) of high readings, 
separated from it by a zone with low readings. Anomaly C appears to veer 
away from A at both ends. At the northeastern end, in Metcalfe Lake, it 
seems to incorporate the lows previously mapped as separate anomalies (I and 
J in Fig. 1).

The almost uniformly low readings in the area south of anomaly A are 
probably due to the deep overburden rather than to the absence of iron mine 
rals. North of the major anomaly, the terrain forms a moderately high and 
broad ridge which descends into an area of deep muskeg. There are several 
discontinuous magnetic highs and lows here, as well as some apparently cir 
cular paired anomalies which may well represent small mafic piutons. At one 
point on line 64 a small gabbroic intrusion is exposed. It provides the 
highest reading encountered so far (13,000 gammas) and appears to be divided 
into zones of high positive readings separated by narrow, parallel lows. The 
magnetic contrasts in this body are very sharp, with gradients of 10,000 
gammas per metre, probably due to geomagnetic reversals during its cooling 
history. No compositional zoning could be found in the outcrop.

Small scarps, with drops up to about 3 metres, are in evidence on lines 
60 and 64, on the northwest side of the high plateau north of anomalies A and 
C. They are recent isostatic features (not having been affected by glacia 
tion) and, like the small ultramafic plutons, they are of little economic 
importance.

Figure 2 shows magnetic profiles over the main anomaly A as well as 
over the gabbroic intrusion on line 64.

If at all possible, the nature of anomalies A and C should be established 
by stripping or drilling, and anomaly A should be further outlined in both a 
northeasterly and southwesterly direction. The apparent anomaly appearing 
in the northwestern corner of the work area should be more fully investigated, 
and an outcrop map should be compiled.

Ottawa, 24 December 1976



Figure 2: Magnetic profiles, in gammas vertical force above datum, 
across main anomalies A - C and over a 25-metre wide 
gabbro exposure (G), both on Line 64
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NOTES

A. RECTIFICATION OF PLOTTING ERRORS

Two errors were found in the survey plan dated May, 1976.
1. On the MBL, at line 26 (i.e. midway between the actually 

surveyed lines 24 and 28), the value 326 should be replaced 
by 290. The erroneously shown value belongs on the auxil 
iary baseline (Station 32), at line 26, where it is also 
plotted.

2. On line 52, a value of 324 is plotted at station 40. The 
last station actually surveyed on this section of the line 
is station 41; the value 324 belongs on line 48, station 40.

B. MAN-MADE INTERFERENCE

On the MBL, at the western edge of the Onaman Winter Road, a 
reading of -280 was recorded as shown on the survey plan of the 
present survey. In all four directions, however, the readings 
barely five metres away from this point were 500 to 550 gammas 
higher. After some search, a tangled mass of galvanized wire was 
found to be responsible for the freak reading.

The true reading at this station could not be determined 
because the wire could not be removed.

On line 52 near the witness post, at station 30, a reading 
of about 400 was recorded; yet, during the winter survey, a value 
of 832 had been noted at the post itself, less than five metres to 
the east.

Investigation brought to light a two-foot section of 6" stove 
pipe. After removal, the reading went down by 400 gammas. This 
station is less than 100 metres from a recently occupied exploration 
campsite.

Within ten metres of line 44, station 39, a fairly fresh dump 
of plastic, glass and metal containers was found on the shore of 
Metcalfe Lake. No readings were taken here, either during the winter 
survey or during the present one, but these finds do illustrate the 
perils of winter surveys in areas of former human activity.
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C. EASTWARD SHIFTS OF LINES 56 AND 52

During the previous magnetometer survey on Metcalfe Lake itself, the 
above two lines in the West Arm were laid out from an auxiliary base 
line started at station 64 on line 44. As this ABL was not surveyed 
due to time considerations, and therefore not remeasured, an error 
apparently made when first chaining it went unnoticed at the time. 
During the present survey it was detected before the land-based seg 
ment of line 56 was set up; in order to facilitate integration of the 
surveys, this segment was cut 10 metres east of its originally planned 
alignment. It did meet the old shore marker within the usual tolerance 
of about half a metre.

The land-based segment of line 52 south of the West Arm had to be 
set up by measuring off along the TBL a distance of 123.61 metres, 
eastward from its intercept with line 56. When this was done, the 
10-metre shift of line 56 was not taken into account, thus the planned 
line 52 is in fact line 51.6. On the survey plan, both lines are 
represented as actually cut.

DEFINITIONS

GRID POINTS -- All points at 25-metre intervals on actual or potential 
survey lines with a line spacing of 25 metres. A standard mining 
claim, measuring 402.3 by 402.3 metres, would contain 259 such 
grid points.

PRINCIPAL GRID POINTS   Not all potential survey lines are actually cut 
and/or surveyed. As, in most cases, a survey will be performed on 
every fourth line, and the line spacing is therefore 100 metres, the 
points on such lines, at 25-metre intervals, are referred to as 
principal grid points in this report. There would be approximately 
65 such principal grid points within the boundaries of a standard 
claim.

MAIN (reading) STATIONS -- Principal grid points where readings have been 
taken (or samples collected, or observations made, as the case may 
be) in the course of the relevant survey.
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INTERMEDIATE STATIONS ~ Reading (or sampling) stations on survey lines, 
separated from the nearest grid point by a distance which is a frac 
tion of the standard 25-metre station interval.

DUPLICATE READINGS ~ Where, in the execution of different traverses, 
readings have been taken at any points previously covered, such . 
additional readings are referred to as duplicate reading.

Not counted as duplicate readings are repeat readings, such as 
may be taken over a 10 - 20 minute interval at a base station to 
guard against unusual geomagnetic fluctuations, or multiple readings 
taken at a station with a steep magnetic gradient to arrive at a fair 

average.

QUALIFICATIONS OF AUTHOR

The writer set out his qualifications in his May, 1976 report, listing his 
experience in analytical chemistry, petrology and rock preparation, as well 
as his geophysical field work and his theoretical background In economic 
geology, exploration geophysics, structural geology and mineralogy. He can 
add only his recent field experience in both Northern and Eastern Ontario.

This report is his second work report submitted to the Minister of 
Natural Resources of Ontario.
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SUMMARY

A two-man field party, consisting of the writer and A. Hebda of Aylmer, 
Quebec, camped in the vicinity of Metcalfe Lake from 26 September until 
11 October, 1976, and conducted a small-scale scintillometer survey along

t

some of the lines cut for a magnetometer survey. The radiometric survey 
covered about one line mile of this system, and was confined to the two 
claims TB 434053-6, recorded under licence A 38149 of W. Yzerdraat.

The standard station interval was 25 metres, on lines 100 metres 
apart, but many readings were taken at intermediate stations.

The background value for this survey was established earlier (on 27 
February, 1976) over the lake itself; in addition, shoreline readings 
were taken in summer, and "deep-swamp"-values established elsewhere.

Due to time considerations, only a small part of the intended survey 
was carried out, but the results seem to warrant a short report.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claims traversed are on the southwest shore of Metcalfe Lake, in the 
Mining Division of Thunder Bay, Mining Map MHOS, NTS sheet 42 jj . The 
geographical coordinates of the work area are 500 9.6' N, 870 39' W.

Metcalfe Lake can be reached in several ways, but the most con 
venient, if not least expensive, mode of access is by bush plane from 

Jell i coe, which lies on Ontario Provincial Highway 11, 34 miles due south 

of Metcalfe Lake.



PURPOSE

The Metcalfe Lake Area has not, so far, given any indication of the 
presence of radioactive deposits, but little or no work has been done 
to establish whether there is a potential. The writer has been told, 
in an oral communication, that the holder of an adjacent property believes 
to have seen uranium stain on some of the outcrop. A complete geophysical 
investigation should, therefore, include a radiometric survey.

Besides this obvious purpose, a broadband gamma-ray scintillometer 
with a low detection threshold could conceivably help in locating small 
felsic intrusions or pegmatites in areas of no outcrop but with thin over 
burden; the presence of these might be significant in an economic sense 
because they are sometimes associated with mineralizing solutions. The 
claim group contains many localities with only a thin soil cover.

In areas of deep overburden, such as eskers, a radiometric survey 
can give some indication of the felsic content of the drift, and of the 
presence of granitic boulders. Their effect should be known if one wants 
to eliminate spurious anomalies.

Another fact, brought out earlier by random reconnaissance, is a 
fairly constant relationship between the depth to bedrock in muskegs, and 
the radioactivity level on their surface. Knowledge of places of shallow 
bedrock depth is potentially useful in further exploration.

TERRAIN

The main survey baseline (MBL for short) is cut from the SW lakeshore at 
an azimuth of 2340 . It traverses claim TB 434053 for some 500 metres and 
crosses its western boundary at a point 7*gn north of the number 3 post.

This baseline initially follows a broad, gently-rising, southwest- 
trending valley between an esker ridge to the south and a bedrock ridge to 
the northwest. These ridges converge and eventually merge west of the 
Onaman Winter Road. About 350 metres inland from the lakeshore, the 
terrain begins to rise more steeply, and where the MBL intersects the 
Winter Road, it is well up on the northern slope of the esker, which here 
trends E-W.



The esker material, just below the surface, consists mainly of fine 
sand, silt, and some particles In the clay-size range.

On claim TB 434056, which Is partly submerged, the dry land Is mostly 
occupied by the esker ridge, which emerges here from Metcalfe Lake, into 
which it dips on the northeast shore. From that point on, it can be con 
tinuously followed "upstream" to Redmond, ten miles to the northeast on the 
CNR transcontinental line. At Redmond and for about a mile west of it to 
the railway bridge across Gzowski Creek, pink and gray granite and quartz 
monzonite crops out along the tracks. Some boulders of this material have 
been found on the claims.

The ridge on TB 434056 is unusually steep and high; it forms the pro 
minent beaked point jutting northeastward on the SW lakeshore. The esker 
rises in places to almost 30 metres above lake level. In the southwest 
corner of the claim, a deep kettle cuts into the northern flank of the 
esker. This kettle may have contained a small lake until wave action from 
Metcalfe Lake, which was much larger after the retreat of the ice front 
than it is today, and which almost certainly comprised Hull, McDonough and 
Hendrickson Lakes, broke down the northwest kettle wall. As the lake level 
subsided, the kettle floor fell dry.

Although few pebbles are seen on the esker itself, the shore on both 
sides of Metcalfe Lake abounds with them. A fragment of the tabulate coral 
Favosites was found among this debris; this fossil genus is of late Ordo 
vician or early Silurian age, and the nearest outcrop of Silurian limestone 
is about 125 km to the northeast.

MEASURING METHOD

The BGS-1S having a very low power consumption, it can be left "on" during 
an entire traverse. This is almost a necessity to obtain reliable results: 
the long meter time constant on the 30 cos and 100 cps scales makes it 
necessary to wait ten to fifteen seconds before the needle reaches the true 
range of the reading. After that, it is best to watch the needle for at 
least half a minute to arrive at a fair average reading; despite the meter 
time constant, the rate of impact of gamma rays on the sensor is highly 
variable, especially at low intensities such as those encountered in this 
survey.



Almost all stations were read on the most sensitive scale (30 cps); 
only the highest readings on this scale were rechecked on the 100 cps 
scale. Because of the limited time available, the needle indications 
were averaged after observing two or three maxima (and minima) at any 
station. Under these conditions, an accuracy of no more than 5 to 10Z 
may be expected, and consequently all readings over 20 cps were recorded 
to the nearest even value.

As gamma-ray activity is much less dependent on fluctuations in 
environmental factors than is the case with magnetic observations, fre 
quent remeasurement of certain grid points was dispensed with. Only three 
duplicate readings were taken; two of these were in perfect agreement with 
the previous reading at that station; the third one provided an interesting 
sidelight because the twin recordings were done in different seasons. The 
February reading, over a snow cover about 110 cm deep, was 7cps; the Octo 
ber reading, 18 cps.

RESULTS

Background readings, taken on lines 44, 48, and 52, all on claim TB 434056, 
on the ice in February, range from 3 to 5 counts per second (occasionally 
as low as 2 cps), with near-shore highs of 7 cps, and still higher where 
the root system of a fallen tree exposed bare soil.

The values indicate a very low atmospheric radon level; consequently,
most of the radiation detected over land is due to direct gamma-radiation

40 from K and heavy elements.
Lakeshore readings in the fall gave values from 15 to 18 cps; these 

are the lowest obtained on the two claims traversed. The highest counts 
v/ere 30 cps (plus or minus l cps). Considering all readings plotted, it 
was found that two contour levels would show a somewhat consistent pattern.

The 24 cps level was found useful because it marks those points beyond 
which the near-shore irregularities were no longer evident. It is true 
that, on the MBL, this value is reached very soon, but if the contour is . 
drawn only at the point where the reading no longer goes down below 22, 
the line becomes continuous.

As 30 cps represents the highest reading in this survey, a contour at 
this level makes little sense; on the other hand, any level lower than 28



would be too close to the 24-cps level to make much sense either. 28, 
therefore, was the obvious choice for the second contour level.

The contour map so obtained confirms the assumption that in this 
predominantly mafic terrain, the allochthonous material is mainly respon 
sible for the observed radioactivity. There seems to be a direct rela 
tionship between the intensity of gamma-radiation and esker elevation, 
with the exception of some 30-cps readings on the baseline before it 
rises more steeply when running into the esker slope. A greater depth to 
bedrock is postulated here: this is exactly the locality where the ancient 
kettle lake must have broken through into the proto-Metcalfe Lake.

Somewhat puzzling are the three slightly-curved streaks or zones of 
higher readings across the ridge on the jutting point in claim TB 434056. 
They do not conform to the strike of the ridge itself. Some caution in 
their interpretation may be in order, as their radiometric contrast with 
the surrounding terrain is between one and three counts per second, that 
is, 10X or less of the local intensity.

Extension of the radiometric survey to all cut lines, and further 
into the area on the west shore of McDonough Lake, should bring to light 
whether or not small felsic plutons and dikes are present on the property.

QUALIFICATIONS

The author, being familiar with the principles and techniques of 
radiometry through his long association with the department of Geology 
at Carleton University, through field work, and through his theoretical 
background, considers himself qualified to set up, implement, and inter 
pret radiometric surveys.

Ottawa, 21 December 1976
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GRQUXD SURVEYS - If more than one suney, specify data for each type of survey

Number of Station* 257 grid points, 700 intermediate v.imher Of Readings J12fL
Station interval 25 m (82 ft) standard. 2.5 m detail i.ine sparing 100 netres (328 feet)
Profile scale—^—.^—^—^—^—-^—^—^—-—-^——-^—^——^—^..————.^-..———.^—^—^—^..^-.^—.
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Instrument Sclntrex MF-2 fluxgate vertical-force battery-operated magnetometer_____
c , * 5 gamma reading accuracy, 20-gamma scale divisions, in the Accuracy — Scale constant — -- - - - - - - J - - - - . —must sens i Li ve mode of 1000 ydiiiiws f'jll-scale deflection 

Diurnal correction methodfj Diurnal correction method Base station drift and loop checks on all baselines
Base Station check-in interval (hours) 2 hours average, 3 hours maxiiriim__^_^_^____^__^_ 

Base Station location and value Line 52.fi station 4fi r i..a. at SM shorv* Metcalfe Lakp on Main 
Baseline; secundary stations at intersections of survey lines with HBL t auxiliary BL 
250 SE, and northern control line. Absolute z-conponent at main base: 59,305 gammas
Instrument.—^—^—^—.^—.^—^—^—.^—.^——^—.^—.^—.^—^—.^—.^—^—^^-.^—.^———^—.^—^-.^———— 

Coil configuration ___________________________________________________________ 

Coil separation _____________________________________________________________

ui

1
Accuracy

2 Method: CD Fixed transmitter d Shoot back O In line CD Parallel line 
b

Frequency.
(specify V.L.F. station)

Parameters measured_______________________________

Instrument.

Scale constant

Corrections made.

———————————
Base station value and location .

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument

Method D Time Domain D Frequency Domain 

Parameters — On time ____________________________ Frequency _^_^_

- Off time ____________________________ Range ^—————-

— Delay time ^-^^-^—^—^—^-——^—-^—-^—^--^^

— Integration time.

Power.

Electrode array — 

Electrode spacing . 

Type of electrode



ASSESSMENT WORK BREAKDOWN

1. Type of survey .Geop.h^sical..tMagnetometeri_____________________.

2. Township or Area ..Metcalfe.Lake-A cea. ..-Thunder.-Ray Jliaiag-Division...(11408,.JITS.

3. Numbers of Mining Claims Traversed by Survey ..I1:
TB 434 056

4. Number of Miles of Line Cut -JZi?. —......_..._... Flown .------. —.--- — - — — - —

*5. Number of Stations Established -.257.31^^4^0111115.^.7.0.0.1^^1^6.41^6.—- ——.———————

*6. Make and type of instrument Used Scintrex.MF-2.fl.uxgate.maane.tome.te.r_____——————

*7. Scale Constant or Sensitivity _20.Qamroa.divisionson.1000-gonna.ful.l..defl.e.ctiqn.s.cal.e.

*8. Frequency Used and Power Output --.-——._—-_.--.----__-,---------------—.--...--.

9. Summary of Assessment Credits (details on reverse side)

Total 8 hour Technical Days (Include Consultants, Draughting etc.) —.?P-.._...__... 

Total R hniir T in*.-riiM-ino naw c 9f.D u ne i uuBs incoao 11 le survey of baseline and8 hour Line-Cutting Days jj?'5 (includes theodolite survey of baseline
^tlo c'effaTn other lines as reported)

Calculation

20 x 7 , 140
Technical t-ine-cutting Number Assessment credits

of claims per claim

The dates listed on this form represent working time spent entirely within the limits S* 
of the above listed claims j l Check f 
If otherwise, please explain . ________lacljld.6,.1.0..eJ^h.t.-Ao.U.r.jta7.S..^^^^

.....................................................................................l?.

Dated, .24.0.606*61.1.9.16............. Signed: ...'

Note: (A) * Complete only if applicable.
(B) Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse side.
(C) Submit separate breakdown for each type of survey.
(D) Submit in duplicate.



ASSESSMENT WORK BREAKDOWN

1. FIELD WORK

Type of Work Name 6 Address

Geopbys j wJ. survey——
Dates Worked

Number of 
8 hour days

27. J
Box 4225, Station E E Aug, 10 Aug,/,.,*. ^7-}^.-- Dut,. JUS. 532. . . . . . . ID. tours, tack.

............._—....——~—————-—J.UWU-iUWu~-———.
5 Oct, 8 Oct, 

____..___._............_.fi. tours, fiacjj.-__._-- -----4.
10 Oct, 11 Oct , ...———————————————————--------------—^-trours-gartr —————— -- —— J

1Q
2. CONSULTANTS

Number of 
Name k Address Dates Worked (specify in field or office) 8 hour days

3. DRAUGHTSMAN. TYPING. OTHERS (specify)

Number of 
Name 6. Address Type of Work Dates Worked 8 hour days

___ Data, p.rp.ce s s j n CL _____ .2.0. .Oct,. 2.3. Oct. ___________ .1__ n 
as above 
____________.PJp.tAi.nSL^.^rAft.i.ng.._.I(pVOT])ejj-peccsnber____.. .__8.

,___________.24. December._______ .__1.

TOTAL 8 HOUR TECHNICAL DAYS

4. LINE-CUTTING

Number of 
Name Address Dates Worked 8 hour days

wAlter ,Y.Zj5.rjd.raajt _-a-s- .a.boye^___ -2-4 Jjjl^^^ Augusj^.1.97-6- __ ____ -

David Jackson, 1439 Raven Avenue 24 July - 10 August ^'3ox z "^ ^J•"•••••••"•••"••w^""""""""""YeVŵ ^"^ 22

^,

U.alter Yzerdraat 26 Sept - 9 Oct 1976 _ _____ ...40—^.^.^^..^.^^ .-.
Andrew .Hebjda.,..Ayjjner, .Qu.ebec __ 2J5^.S.ejrt^ j- JLj^ Oct^ _________________

Thirteen-and-a-Hal* 8-hour days 13.5

  ̂ ) ~~\ vVXi ip.vj \ CxOLWv-N
X T01AL 8 HOUR LINE-CUTTING DAYS



Ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

File.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey(s) RFflPHYSTEAL (RADIOMETRIC)_^_______ 
Township or Area METCALFE LAKE AREA. M1408. TB MIN. DIV.

Claim Holder(s) Maltor Y7erdraat r Licence A 38149. 
Box 4225, Station E, Ottawa K1S 5B2

Same

Same

Survey Company________ 

Author of Report ________ 

Address of Author _______ 

Covering Dates of Survey?? Fob, ft Ort - 24 Oct 1976
(Enecutting to office)

____nnnp fsurvey done on

Same

Total Miles of Line Cut.
existing grid)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical

 Electromagnetic.

 Magnetometer  

 Radiometric  

 Other-^————

DAYS 
perdaim

Geological.

Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surreys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. . Radiometric

nATR- 2. l l Alb

(enter days per daim)

SIGNATURE:

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.
Previous Surveys 

Fifc No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
lost numerically

(prefix) 

TB

(number)

434053

TB 434056

!

TOTAL CLAIMS.



r
SELF POTENTIAL

Instrument-——-^^——————-—^—^————^——-—^————-——————— Range.
Survey Method ——-——————-.—-^^—^^—^—-———-————.—-^—^-———^——-

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC

Instrument SCINTREX broadband gamma-ray scintillometer BGS-1S
Values measured Counts per second (cps)
Energy windows (1™-I*) 80 KeV lower threshold

Height of instrument____knee-high___________________Background Count 3 to 5 CPS
Size of Hptprtnr l Inch diameter,, l Inch thick thallium-activated sodium Iodide crystal
Overburden Variable composition, variable thickness — see detailed report

(type, depth — include outcrop map)

OTHERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.)

Type of survey_______________________:_____________:-—^———————^—^———— 

Instrument ________________________________________________'.—^——.—-— 
Accuracy_______________________,____________________________________ 
Parameters measured_______________________________________^-^-^-^—^-—^—

Additional information (for understanding results).

AIRBORNE SURVEYS 

Type of survey(s) ___ 

Instrument(s) -—————
(specify for each type of survey) 

Accuracy————^-—-—-—^———
(specify for each type of survey) 

Aircraft used_______________________________-

Sensor altitude-
Navigation and flight path recovery method.

Aircraft altitude_________________________________Line Sparing 
Miles flown over total area-^-—-—-————-^——^—.^-.^-—.^—.——Over claims only.



ASSESSMENT WORK BREAKDOWN

1. Type of survey ...R3diQmetric.(Scintill9nieterl _ rr..6eQ2bysical-SuCYey..........

2. Township or Area -Metc3lfe.Lake.Acea,.Tbuoder-Ba^-MioiQg.DiYisiQn.-M1408..NTS.42-iy-* ^4^0
3. Numbers of Mining Claims Traversed by Survey -TB.434053 a J[B.43405(L- ___ __ ____ .

4. Number of Miles of Line Cut -,........... -. --...--- Flown

*5. Number of Stations Established .192.90-9^-6910*5'-??

*6. Make and type of instrument Used Scintrex JGS-lS^roBdbsn^asmm^rBy .scintillometer

*7. Scale Constant or Sensitivity . .

*8. Frequency Used and Power Output

9. Summary of Assessment Credits (details on reverse side)

Total 8 hour Technical Days (Include Consultants, Draughting etc.) 

Total 8 hour LineTCutting Days

Calculation .0

3.5 x 7
Technical

24.5
Line-cutting

24.5 -r 2"H
Number 
of claims

Assessment credits 
per claim

The dates listed on this form represent working time spent entirely within the limits 
of the above listed claims i l Check
if otherwise, please explain ——————— Include -dates -f oc-data.pcocess ing, -etc

Dated: * Signed:

Wdlter Yzerdraat 
Note: (A) * Complete only if applicable.

(B) Complete list of names, addresses and dates on reverse side.
(C) Submit separate breakdown for each type of survey.
(D) Submit in duplicate.



ASSESSMENT WORK BREAKDOWN

^D WORK

Type of Work
Radiometric survey:

Name (t Address Dates Worked
Number of 
8 hour days

Background measurement

Baseline survey

Other survey lines and
————— shoreline ———

W. Yzerdraat,
Box 4225, Station E 

-QJtem,.OB;tarJQ ___ —
W. Yzerdraat

W. Yzerdraat

27 February 1976

8 October 1976

9 October 1976

0.25

0.25

0.50

2. CONSULTANTS

Name ft Address Dates Worked (specify In field or office)
Number of 
8 hour days

3. DRAUGHTSMAN. TYPING. OTHERS (specify)

Name 6t Address

W. Yzerdraat
Type of Work Dates Worked

Number of 
8 hour days

Data processing

Plotting and drafting

24 October 1976

20-21 November 1976

0.3

1.8

Typing, etc. 21 December __
TOTAL 8 HOUR TECHNICAL DAYS ^ 3.5 l

4. LINE-CUTTING
1 

Name Address ' Dates Worked

"

^ __ ̂

lumber of 
J hour days

TOTAL 8 HOUR LINE-CUTTING DAYS



AREA OF

METCALFE LAKE

DISTRICT OF 
THUNDER BAY

THUNDER BAY
MINING DIVISION

SCALE: 1-INCH--4O CHAINS

PATENTED LAND 
CROWN LAND

LOCATED LAND
LICENSE OF OCCUPATION
MINING RIGHTS ONLY
SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY
ROADS
IMPROVED ROADS
KING'S HIGHWAYS
RAILWAYS
POWER LINES
MARSH OR MUSKEG
MINES

llttO I4J9Z8I I4MMI b.j i,————1-,——— -^jfa.p..!..,.^ ^ - -|
T' l
431001)

400' jurfoct rights 
all luke* S rivtrt

OBOSHKEGAN

TWP PUAN 14*3
t 

\

Mf T JUT-"m *TTI

DATE OF ISSUE

MC31197B 

SURVEYS AND MAPPING

NATIONAL TOPOORAPH*C SERIIS

PLAN NO M. 1408
80* f r1 .id1 

ONTARIO

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
SURVEYS AND MAPPING SRAJMCH^^

a 2283 METCAUFE LAKE eoo *-f^ ,
* t'f

SUi. -, ^



TB 434 04 9

78434 048 78 434 055

78 434056

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY PLAN
Metcalfe lake, July - October 1976 
Recorded holder W Yzerdraat, A 38149

Readings m gammas vertical 
force above datum of 58.900

Mam magnetic base 
standard reading 405

n Claim ptM^ajjpto.,male Totol of r.adinai 1128,

257 at principal grid poinli, 
871 inttrmcdiat* and

Po.t lacot.d accurately duplicate r.adingi. ba..
not included

78434 050 78 434053Pott located with 
moderate precision

78 457 158

78 434051 78 434052

OTM* ihrtdi m |Mr *f October If H

42L04NE8224 2.2383 METCALFE LAKE NXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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T B 434054

TB 434 055 T B 434 059
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RAQIPMETRK: SURVEY1 PLAN

Readings recordei in cauots peri

Topographi :al
second^ broadband gamma-ray

Number of rfaditjgs tiaken at 
mam grid pointy: 102, a; imuth 54 0

Intermediate,and! duplicate 
i readings:! 80 ,

,
Claim Fine i [[cut t),. . i, .

; located occuratal)t

, le^att yrMH mjoddtarc precirjion

TB 434 058

TB 434 051 TB 434 052 71457,158 TB434057
W. Y '

S&2 U "j—T* ~

i .j~- i l-. ..L...-. -4- J-.! .


